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Introduction

literals have some relationship with each other since they
are assigned on the same condition, and are expected that
G LUE M INI S AT is a SAT solver based on literal blocks they are appeared the repeated appearance during search.
distance (LBD) proposed by Audemard and Simon [2] A learnt clause is evaluated by the number of blocks in
which is an evaluation criteria to predict learnt clauses the clause.
quality in CDCL solvers. The effectiveness of LBD was
shown in their SAT solver G LUCOSE at the latest SAT
competition. G LUE M INI S AT uses a slightly restricted Definition 1 (Literals Blocks Distance (LBD)) [2]
concept of LBD, called strict LBD, and a dynamic restart Given a clause C, and a partition of its literals into n
strategy based on local averages of decision levels and subsets according to the current assignment, s.t. literals
are partitioned w.r.t their decision level. The LBD of C is
LBDs of learnt clauses.
exactly n.
CDCL solvers learn clauses from conflicts during
search. In order to prove unsatisfiability of a SAT instance, it is important to acquire learnt clauses which Especially, a clause C whose LBD is two is called a glue
will lead to a refutation. For this purpose, the following clause which has a role to connect two blocks. The LBD
two techniques are required: (1) how to evaluate “good” of a clause is computed when the leant clause is produced.
learnt clauses, and (2) how to get such good learnt clauses. If a clause C is learned by the first UIP schema, then C
G LUE M INI S AT uses the strict LBD measure as an evalu- contain one literal of the last decision level (it is the first
ation criteria for (1), and uses the dynamic restart strategy UIP). G LUCOSE preserves every glue clauses which are
for (2), which intends to decrease decision levels and to never deleted during search. The LBDs of clauses are recomputed when they are used for unit propagations, and
get learnt clauses with small LBDs.
The experimental results show G LUE M INI S AT is updated if the LBDs become smaller. This update process
strong in proof of unsatisfiability of SAT instances rather is important to get many glue clauses.
than satisfiability. G LUE M INI S AT has some successful
G LUE M INI S AT uses a slightly restricted concept of
results in proving the optimality of known bounds for a LBD, called strict LBD. The purpose is to avoid generopen problem of finding optimal covering arrays [3] and ating glue clauses whose every block consists of two or
in improving known lower/upper bounds for some hard more literals. We consider that a glue clause that has
job shop scheduling problems [4].
no unit block is less useful than other ones, since a glue
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: clause that consists of non-unit blocks does not invoke a
Section 2 introduces the (strict) LBD measure. Section 3 unit propagation even if one block are appeared.
describes a restart strategy of G LUE M INI S AT. Section 4
shows the experimental results. Section 5 concludes with
Definition 2 (Strict LBD) Let C be a clause and n LBD
this work.
of C. If C has an unit literal block which consists of only
one literal, then strict LBD of C is n. Otherwise, strict
LBD
of C is not defined.
2 Literal Block Distance
The literal blocks distance (LBD) is proposed by Aude- The number of glue clauses produced by this measure is
mard and Simon [2] in order to evaluate learnt clauses less than the original LBD measure. Therefore, G LUE Mquality in CDCL solvers. A block is defined as all liter- INI S AT preserves clauses whose strict LBDs are less than
als which are assigned at the same decision level. Such or equal to three.
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Table 1: The number of solved instances
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M INI S AT
141
60 / 81

G LUE M INI S AT
161
61 / 100

CPU Time [sec]

# of solved
SAT / UNSAT

G LUCOSE
133
52 / 81
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Interestingly, the LBD measure is incompatible with the
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perimental results of M INI S AT2.2 and M INI S AT2.2 with
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LBD for the application category of SAT 2009 competi70
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tion. M INI S AT2.2 uses the Luby restart strategy. M IN # of solved
I S AT2.2 with LBD is worse than M INI S AT2.2.
In order to utilize the LBD measure, it is very important Figure 1: The experimental results for application cateto acquire good learnt clauses. G LUE M INI S AT uses a dy- gory of SAT 2009 competition
namic restart strategy: if one of the following conditions
is satisfied, then a restart is forced.
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